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Barbara Walraven interweaves in her images hard and soft realities. In her art we see these merge, 

and clash at the same time. Each single work represents a complex experience: what we thought of 

as either hard or soft, either dead or alive, either tough or feminine, as things apparently distinct 

and separated, here becomes one form, one thing. The one is the other. The differences we thought 

we knew here get a new language, new connotations.  

 

The skin turned leather represents flowers – the hard and dead makes present the tender and 

feminine. Traces of worshippers in the traces of the flowers they tended – servitude wasted and 

discarded, deathliness in what exalted veneration has made into its icons. Mary, thou most 

blessed; thee rose, the loveliest.  

But the work of art does not convey only one meaning. We may see an indictment, a complaint, 

but also a will to resurrection, or a reclamation. The dead with dogged persistence reclaims the 

living; reversely, what is alive and fragile cloaks itself in decayed and tawny guises. Skin has 

thrown itself over the skeleton: does it assist it in hiding something – the former servility or 

submissiveness? Or is the sekeleton thus rather re-claiming life, is this its way to throw off those 

shadowy, bygone times? The result makes us shiver, it instills dread, but doesn’t it also touch us? 

What a brave last effort, what a will to live. Those spooky apparitions, are they us?  

And those stones, don’t they too partake in the complaint, or in a revenge? No names of dignitaries 

on the tombstones here, but new images that silence the old language, voicing other pasts.  

But, fortunately! There is that tenderest pictorial art, the water colour. Relieved, we may now 

quench our thirst for intact solace. Relieved? Alas, you’ll have to look harder.  

 

Is this a man’s world, a woman’s world, a world of hybrids fighting their way beyond existing 

bounds? Is the leather flower the icon of this world? How will we call this world? Or will we first 

have to learn to regard it better?  

 

Granted, our eye meets little softness in Walraven’s world. It’s hard labour and laboured art that 

appear foremost. But they ask something of us. They ask an imagination which keeps the soft 

visible in the hard, and which lets exist the soft precisely thanks to a hardening. The thick skin, 

tanned and tough, proves receptive to the beautiful and merges with it. Transitoriness fights back, 

and servility hurls its hard truths at us. Thanks to the resistent and the non-yielding, new 

expressions arise.  

 

Where belongs labour, where creativity? Where the feminine, where the masculine? Wherein exists 

nature, in her flowery or her hard aspects? Is Walraven’s art confusing our gaze, or was that gaze 

long since confused in all that we felt fit to see?  
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